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The Thar Desert, also known as the Great Indian Desert is a place of stark beauty and 
silence, where the days are hot and the nights freezing. The harsh landscape of the 
Thar Desert supports a surprisingly large number of plant species. These plants have 
adapted to desert conditions, some have deep root systems, others have smaller or no 
leaves and some herbaceous plants are ephemerals in that they live in short cycles; 
they germinate in the first rains and die by the time the soil dries up, leaving behind 
seeds that will bloom again.

Inspired by the breathtaking and mesmerising beauty of the Thar Desert, this collection 
is made using bold and contrasting ikat fabrics and patterns. The stranglers from trees 
have been rendered as drawstrings in the silhouettes. Obsessive about shape and 
design, the garments boast powerful and provocative forms by exploring cuts and 
designs from different natural elements of the desert. Our debut resort collection is 
elegant as well as festive, reflecting the nomadic lifestyle of today’s chic traveler.

Desert Bloom



Halter neck top
Drawstring cuff pants





High low hem jacket
Drawstring waist pant





Criss cross drawstring shirt







D buckle belt
Drawstring bottom pleated 
pants

Shirt with hood



D buckle belt
Drawstring bottom pleated 
pants



Knotted bandana

Cropped shirt with drawstring
Asymmetric pleated shorts



Knotted bandana





Raglan sleeve t-shirt





Drawstring sleeve dress

D buckle belt





Jacket dress





Twisted placket short 
sleeves shirt
Extended pocket shorts







Low yoke dress with drawstring



Low yoke dress with drawstring



Jumpsuit with waist pockets





Bandana with gathers



Models: Deep Supriyam/David Luise
Makeup artist: Nazish Valliani
Hairstylist: Suprabha Jadhav
Photographer: Sameer Tawde
Bags: Straw 



Anushé Pirani - motivated by the challenge to question conformist idea of 
clothing that can often feel a little predictable, created her contemporary 
namesake label in 2016. Born and raised in Mumbai, Anushé graduated 
in Fashion Merchandising & Retail Management from B.D. Somani Institute 
of Art & Fashion Technology  in 2012.

Nurturing and exploring the relationship between art, design and fashion 
with confident ease the label’s versatile approach translates successfully 
to both men’s and women’s wear effortlessly combining function with 
flair. The brand explores artistic intricacy with an unorthodox approach to 
silhouettes delivering versatile wearable clothing and redefining beauty. 

Produced in Mumbai, India the clothes are ethically created showcasing 
the finest craftsmanship and materials.
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